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“Once a new technology rolls over you, if you're
not part of the steamroller, you are part of the
road.”
– Stewart Brand
This quote holds true for me, and it is especially applicable in this
period when we are experiencing transformation of technology
at a rapid speed.
Since technology is the most important determinant of a country's
development, it is the restraint of every citizen to establish a strong hold on technology
and latest tech devices. Over the past few years, the country has witnessed a substantial
shift in technology adoption, which is a positive indication of the country's development in
the BFSI (Banking, Financial Services & Insurance) sector.
In this edition of BFSI India, the cover story published is one of the most talked-about
segments of the BFSI sector right now i.e. Cybersecurity in Digital Banking.

conference and exhibitions

In this Edition, you will also see a special coverage on Reshaping the World with Chatbots
and Robotics. Another section of the Issue also covers all the latest updates and
technological developments from different parts of the world, which helps our readers to
remain abreast about all key developments in India and globally.
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BFSI IT Briefs
Unifimoney reports joining with Q2's computerized financial stage:
Unifimoney, a turnkey computerized
abundance the executives stage, as of late
reported its accessibility inside the Q2
Innovation Studio, making its exchanging
stage pre-empowered to 450+ monetary
establishments (FIs) on the Q2 advanced
financial stage. As banks and credit
associations embrace imaginative FinTech
administrations to serve their clients better
and stay cut throat, contributing and
abundance the executives have turned into an
inexorably basic market where customer

reception has taken off as of late. FIs will have
the choice to give their clients single sign-on
admittance to the Unifimoney stage,
highlighting huge number of stocks and Etf's,
north of 50 digital currencies and valuable
metals including gold, silver and platinum. The
Q2 Innovation Studio is an arrangement of
advancements and projects that FIs and Q2
FinTech accomplices can use to configuration,
create
and
disseminate
imaginative
computerized
financial
items,
administrations, and highlights.

The Georgia Credit Union has selected Scienaptic for its AI Powered loan decision:
Scienaptic AI, a main worldwide AI-controlled
credit decisioning disruptor, declared that
depository financial institution of Georgia has
chosen its AI-fueled stage, increasing the
credit association's endorsing capacities to
create faster, a lot of grounded credit
decisions, increasing advance endorsements,
and rising individuals' experiences. The statecontracted credit association provides its
people a large exhibit of financial things and
administrations, zeroing in on conveyance
price, accommodation, and an interesting

half
insight.
causation
Scienaptic's
extraordinary AI innovation can situate
depository financial institution of Georgia to
supply upgraded credit decisioning and credit
accessibility for current and expected people.
As of late, IBS Intelligence unconcealed that
Scienaptic AI, a worldwide AI-controlled
credit selection stage provider, declared the
organization of its innovation for Uni Cards.
This execution can empower it to increase
credit access in Republic of India by giving
immediate arrangements to candidates and a

skilled cycle that reclassifies the way within
which credit is eaten in India.

B4B Payments join hands with Mastercard Fintech Express:

B4B Payments, a worldwide payments
company, has announced its collaboration

with the Mastercard Fintech Express
programme. It's part of the Mastercard
Developers project and is designed to help
you obtain licensing for issuing Mastercard
prepaid, debit, and credit cards, either
directly with Mastercard or through one of its
certified 'Express Issuance' partners. B4B
Payments, an FCA-approved company, has
been providing businesses with rapid and
secure prepaid solutions for over 15 years.
The award-winning firm helps businesses of
all sizes manage payments, expenses, gifts,
and accolades in a fast and secure manner,

thanks to automated and optimised
procedures built into its robust platform. The
next logical step in solidifying the partnership
with Mastercard is to join the Fintech Express
Program. B4B became a Principal member of
the scheme in 2020, giving the company
access to the international acceptance
network as a card issuer. This expanded
cooperation supports B4B's aim of providing
innovative payment options to those
businesses who require them.

Through Mrald, Mphasis and Ardonagh collaborate on digital transformation:
Mphasis, a provider of information technology solutions specialising in cloud and cognitive
services, 2020 announced a partnership with The Ardonagh Group, the UK's independent
insurance intermediary, to transform how they interact with clients, colleagues, carriers, and
regulators. This project included digital transformation, data, automation, and back-office
operations management. Furthermore, Mphasis and Ardonagh agreed to establish a shared
services entity in 2021 to service middle and back-office functions while undergoing digital
transformation. To that end, Mphasis and Ardonagh signed a Business Venture Agreement in
which Mphasis acquires 51% of Mrald Limited, a company incorporated and registered in
England and Wales, with Ardonagh holding the remaining 49% of the equity. Mphasis owns a
majority stake (51%) and has complete operational control and economic interest. It combines
their existing offshore expertise to form an extended global outsourcing and transformation
proposition and capability that can be used to personalise and meet the needs of individual UK customers.
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BFSI IT Briefs
Montfort AG opens up its regulated digital asset trading platform to the general public:
Montfort AG, a FinTech firm that provides
products and services to the financing and
digital investment sectors, has announced
that its flagship product, the trading
platform, is now available to business users
and institutions in eligible territories across
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Montfort AG can now provide a broader
range of services in digital assets, OTC
trading, investment portfolio management,
and developing and implementing revenuegenerating strategies for businesses.

Monfort's trading instruments can be used by
investment firms of varying levels of
expertise and apply to a wide range of asset
classes. Montfort AG, headquartered in Zug,
Switzerland, was founded in 2021 and
operates in many other countries throughout
the EU, Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
Additionally, the company is concerned in the
expansion of hardware and software
solutions for the digital support space,
helping businesses in applying the
groundwork for new market opportunities.

Digit, a neobanking company and platform, has been acquired by Oportun:
Oportun, a mission-driven FinTech firm,
recently announced the completion of its
acquisition of Digit, a neobanking
marketplace that offers automated savings,
making investments, and commercial bank
tools. The acquisition of Digit, according to
the company, expands its A.I. and digital
capabilities, allowing it to provide good hard
working consumers with a comprehensive
offering designed to meet their financial
requirements. Oportun paid approximately
$211.1 million for Digit, which included an
aggregate of approximately $112.6 million in

cash and approximately $98.5 million in
Oportun common stock and/or restricted
stock units to be resolved in Oportun equity
securities at a price of $24.477 per share of
Oportun common stock determined at the
time of signing in conformance with the
parties' definitive agreement to finance the
cash consideration, the company also closed
a Jefferies financing facility. Digit is a 2013
neobanking platform that offers personalized
savings, investing, and banking tools to its
600,000 paying members

EML is assisting AptPay in the launch of its first digital payments gaming client in Canada:
With new client Woodbine Entertainment,
Canada's largest horse racing operator and
home of world-class horse racing, EML
Payments is excited to power AptPay's
inaugural gaming and gambling General
Purpose Reloadable (GPR) programme in
Canada. Through AptPay's integrated
platform, EML's in-person gambling and inapp gaming products assist casinos in going
cashless. The digital and physical payment
solution is ideal for winnings disbursement in
real time. EML offers a cutting-edge payment
solutions platform that aims to assist
businesses of all sizes in creating exceptional
customer experiences. Their technology is

capable of powering the payment process
wherever money is in motion, allowing
money to be reacted swiftly, conveniently,
and proficiently. In order to create
customizable, feature-rich solutions for
businesses, brands, and customers, they offer
market-leading programme management as
well
as
highly
skilled
payments
expertise. AptPay is a Canadian-based global
FinTech that enables real-time push
payments. Its mission is to improve the
customer experience by allowing faster
payouts on a more secure ecosystem through
a simple integration.

To improve customer experience, ING Bank Śląski selects Thought Machine and goes live with Vault:
Thought Machine, a provider of pall-native
core banking technology, has declared that it
has been elite by the Polish bank ING Bank
Śląski. The bank is presently continuing to live
Vault, Thought Machine's pall-native core
banking machine, with a brand new loan
product, any action its position as a digital
banking customer moxie leader. ING Bank
Śląski is a universal bank that provides a wide
range of services to both individual and
institutional guests. It'll gradationally
introduce new features and services on Vault

that will ameliorate the client experience. In
the coming times, the bank will continue to
develop products to ameliorate the banking
experience for its guests. Vault, the
foundation layer of modern banks, gives
banks complete control over the launch of
innovative products as well as the long-term
maintenance of legacy products. Vault can
run any type and size of bank on a single
platform and is cloud-native and cloudagnostic, allowing a bank to deploy on any
cloud provider.
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To increase financial inclusion, FSS and CSB Bank have launched Smart Cash:
FSS (Financial Software and Systems), a global
leader in integrated payment products and a
payments processor, and CSB Bank, one of
India's oldest private sector banks, have
joined forces to offer hyperlocal banking
services to underserved segments. Under the
auspices of this collaboration, CSB Bank and
FSS intend to open 1,000 Smart Cash
franchisees in semi-urban and rural areas
across India in order to increase financial
services adoption among underserved
populations. Financial development has long
been recognised as a critical economic
growth accelerator, as it increases aggregate
savings, investment, and employment. India

has one of the world's fastest growing
financial economies. Several government
initiatives, including the India Stack and Jan
Dhan schemes, have facilitated greater
financial inclusion in the country. Today,
there are approximately 440 million Jan Dhan
accounts in the country. However, many of
these accounts are inactive. Smart Cash
intends to address this issue. Smart Cash will
use a franchise model to bridge infrastructure
gaps in the last mile and accelerate growth.
Franchisees would be onboarded with a onetime fee and conform to Smart Cash's
business and operational guidelines for
delivering a uniform services experience to

customers, with the vision of "Empowering a
Billion Lives" by offering financial services.

The first Open Banking VRP transaction is made by TrueLayer and NatWest:

TrueLayer, Europe's Open Banking platform,
has consolidated its position as the industry

leader by completing its first Open Banking
variable
recurring
payment
(VRP)
transactions with NatWest. NatWest is a
market leader in the UK banking system,
actually building and delivered its VRP API
ahead of schedule, making collaboration with
TrueLayer possible. The transactions have
demonstrated that VRP works as intended in
a live environment rather than a sandbox
prior to their implementation in 2022. VRPs
are an additional Open Banking API that the
Competition and Markets Authority (CMA)
has directed the nine largest UK banks to

develop for sweeping. They enable thirdparty providers (TPPs) such as TrueLayer to
initiate a series of payments with varying
amounts and intervals for a customer,
allowing for more efficient money transfer.
This transforms the current Open Banking
status quo, in which TPPs can only initiate
single prompt payments and customers must
confirm each payment individually. As a
result of the CMA's new requirement, TPPs
can now offer recurring payments to any
customer who has an account with one of the
top nine UK bank

In the UAE, Emirates NBD provides Voice Banking with Alexa:
With the launch of the ‘KreditBee Card,'
Emirates NBD, a MENAT (Middle East, North
Africa, and Turkey) financial institution, has
launched Voice Bank services in the UAE with
Amazon Alexa. The Amazon Alexa App is now
available in both the UAE iOS App Store and
the Google Play Store. Customers of the bank
can enable the Emirates NBD banking skill on
their Alexa App and use conversational
language to access details of their recent
account and credit card transactions, as well
as listen to market press conferences via any
Amazon Alexa-enabled device. This facility

will now be available in Arabic as well. This
service is core component of the bank's
ongoing efforts to provide significance
banking services, and it makes use of
application programme interfaces (APIs)
built in accordance with established open
banking standards, allowing the exchange
of financial information between banks
and third-party providers such as Amazon
while adhering to strict privacy and
security guidelines for users.

Ascend Software is chosen by Computer Services as their AP solution:
Ascend Software has been selected as the
Accounts Payable automation partner by
Computer Services, Inc., a leader in core bank
processing. Accounts Payable automation
solutions are provided by Ascend Software
for medium to large businesses. AP teams can
optimize up to 80% of their invoices with the
Ascend channel. After deciding on Workday
Financials as their Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solution, Computer Services
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began looking for an AP automation partner.
CSI required a deeply integrated solution to
assist them in transitioning from a manual
Accounts Payable process to a highly
automated one due to the company's rapid
growth. After assessing several providers, CSI
selected Ascend Software, primarily because
they are a Workday Certified Software
Partner with extensive experience from more
than 70 Workday implementations.
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KAF will begin offering digital lending through the Temenos Banking Cloud:
Temenos, a banking software company,
announced that KAF, a diverse Malaysian
financial services conglomerate, has selected
the Temenos Banking Cloud to launch a
digital lending business. KAF will use
Temenos Banking Services for retail loans and
Islamic finance offered on the Temenos
Banking Cloud to deliver traditional and
Islamic products. KAF's ongoing retail
expansion reflects Malaysia's urgent need for
digital finance, with people and businesses
facing economic hardship and lockdown
restrictions limiting access to branches. KAF

aims to provide customers with digital
straight-through loan processing that focuses
on better accessibility and affordability by
providing a seamless digital onboarding and
origination experience. KAF's ambitions go
beyond lending to include the digitization of
a wide range of financial products and
services, such as asset management,
investment banking, and stockbroking. KAF
will gain a competitive advantage from the
Temenos Banking Cloud's agility in innovating
and bringing new products and services to
market more quickly.

SimplyPayMe incorporates AI-based OCR from Smart Engines for credit and debit card scanning:
SimplyPayMe has integrated a credit card
scanning software product from Smart Code
Engine into their mobile app. SimplyPayMe
merchants can now accept contactless card
payments through a software-based PointOf-Sale (POS) system without having to
manually enter numbers. The numbers will
be scanned automatically, and all necessary
information will be entered into the payment
form. Smart Engines scientists create Green
AI-based OCR algorithms to capture data

from credit cards issued in accordance with
VISA, MasterCard, Maestro, American
Express, JCB, UnionPay, Diners Club,
Discover, RuPay, Elo, Verve, VPay, Girocard,
PagoBancomat, MyDebit, Troy, BC Card,
Interac, Carte Bancaire, Dankort, and MIR
standards. GreenOCR offers automatic credit
card scanning for cards of all types, including
embossed, indent, and flat printed cards with
horizontal or portrait layouts and digits
printed on the front or backside.

SEON collaborates with the most prominent African Neobanks:
Africa is home to a sizable unbanked
population. According to a recent report,
approximately 57 percent of the continent's
population, or nearly 95 million people, do
not currently have access to a traditional
bank account. Neobanks play an important
role in filling this void by giving people access
to essential financial services like loans and
the ability to save. However, because of their
digital nature, Neobanks are at a higher risk
of falling victim to Cybercrime and online

fraud. That is why Carbon and FairMoney,
two leading African Neobank businesses,
have partnered with SEON, a leading provider
of online fraud prevention software. With the
help of SEON, the two companies are now
able to improve their fraud protection
performance and onboard new customers
more smoothly. SEON's solution, in
particular, enables Carbon, a Pan-African
digital bank with offices in Nigeria, Kenya, and
Ghana, to identify synthetic profiles.

ICICI Bank places a large bet on digital banking and technology initiatives:
ICICI Bank, a private sector lender, is betting
big on technological innovations and digital
banking to expand its franchise. During an
analyst day, the lender highlighted digital
banking initiatives. "ICICI Bank's analyst day
focused on how the bank's digital capabilities
are helping to change the bank and enhance
clearance rates while delivering a superior
client experiences," Motilal Oswal said in a
research note. According to the report, ICICI
Bank's mobile app is gaining traction, with
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approximately 45 lakh activations from nonbank customers, a 34x increase in transaction
value, and an 18x increase in users.
Approximately 10% of these customers have
purchased at least one product from it. More
than 75% of the lender's customers are
digitally active, with 90% of transactions
taking place through its digital platforms. The
bank's digital logins increased by 114% year
on year, while disbursements increased by
93%.
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For its digital wealth management revolution, SBI has chosen Intellect Wealth Qube:
State Bank of Asian country (SBI), the
country's largest public investor, has chosen
Intellect Wealth Qube, a digital wealth
management suite, for its digital wealth
management transformation goal. The
country's largest public investor, banking
company of Asian country (SBI), has chosen
Intellect Wealth Qube, a digital quality
management suite, to assist it reach its digital
wealth management transformation goal. In
keeping with the official promulgation, the
bank's wealth management business is its
prime priority, and its main task is to supply

the simplest product across classes from
leading fund homes, giving customers the
pliability to speculate, transact, and examine
their portfolio via web banking, mobile, and
remote relationship models. SBI also will use
Intellect's digital wealth, contextual, and
composable platform to drive company
enlargement and increase operational
efficiencies through standard pressure, in
keeping with the statement. The digital
platform would assist the bank in providing a
DIY wealth platform to its customers.

The digital twin platform of Genesys International is launched by Sh. Amitabh Kant, CEO of NITI Aayog:
Genesys International launched its Pan-India
programme to make the Digital Twin of all of
India's cities. Amitabh Immanuel Kant, CEO of
the govt of India's Niti Aayog, launched the
programme.
The
creation
of
this
extraordinarily correct 3D knowledge can
change the event of antecedently impossible
high-definition mapping applications for
sensible cars, e-commerce, logistics, gaming,
utilities coming up with for next-generation
networks in telecommunications, renewable
energy,
disaster
management,
and

emergency response. moreover, with all of
the sensible town parts, the digital twin of
cities can place Bharat on par with advanced
cities that area unit already utilising this
geospatial technology. Our Prime Minister
has been Associate in Nursing outspoken
supporter of the employment of geospatial
content during a big selection of applications,
and his vision of self-reliance is embodied
within the landmark geospatial legislation
policy.

PayU will be a forerunner in payment routing and approval technology, with a patent:
PayU, Prosus' FinTech and e-payments
division, announced today that its patent for
technology that will improve payment
routing and approval has been accepted.
Zooz, a payments disruptor, was the first to
develop the multi-payment processor
optimization concept, filing for a patent with
the United States Patent and Trademark
Office in 2015. Zooz was acquired by PayU in
2018, and the patent stipulates that PayU
owns the rights to this technology, which
simplifies and optimizes each transaction on

PayU's payments hub. Customers of PayU
benefit from the solution's flexibility, which
allows them to add and remove payment
methods as well as change transaction
routing configurations. This flexibility,
combined with the unlimited routing options,
enables on-the-fly adjustment of payment
stacks, as well as maximization of ROI and
approval rates. If certain configurations do
not function properly, changes can be made
quickly, and a data dashboard allows
businesses to see the impact in real time.

Decentro expands into new areas to provide API processes:
With the growth of digital payments, banking,
and lending, Decentro, an India-based API
platform for banking connections, has
announced the achievement of several major
milestones in recent days. The startup
recently reached a milestone of 100 paying
customers on its platform, which includes
marketplaces, NBFCs, investing applications,
neo-banks, and a variety of other categories.
With the latest partnerships with MoneyTap,
Uni Cards, and Agarwal Packers & Movers to
enhance their financial procedures, it also
entered two new categories: B2C/Consumer
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lending apps and logistics. Using Decentro's
API modules, a company like MoneyTap may
provide an automated and real-time KYC
procedure to its customers. It also performs
backend checks and produces all necessary
user information for MoneyTap to access and
assess, resulting in a 95 percent faster user
onboarding experience. MoneyTap will use
Decentro's CKYC API infrastructure to
undertake rigorous credit-related checks on
users before offering lending services and
enrolling them, additionally to KYC
verification for their clients.
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Elsner Technologies and emerchantpay have teamed up to help online entrepreneurs get paid faster:
Elsner Technologies, an award-winning web
and digital marketing business, has forged a
strategic alliance with emerchantpay, a major
payment service provider and acquirer.
They'll be able to give their customers more
payment options if they work together.
Elsner Technologies and Emerchantpay
payment gateways will now be available to a
large number of medium and enterprise-level
enterprises. It will be easier to work on a huge
scale if you have a global presence. Elsner
Technologies can now offer their customers
emerchantpay's comprehensive payments

API, which includes over 300 payment
alternatives, a variety of integration options,
powerful anti-fraud technologies, and a
worldwide acquisition reach. The second and
third installments of emerchantpay's New
World, One Market Report, which explores
customer behaviour post-pandemic, are also
available. The final two chapters indicate
significant disparities in opinions toward the
elements that influence buying decisions,
including divisions across UK locales and
generations.

Start-up in the field of digital banking DNBC has launched a mobile top-up service:
The Mobile Top-up capability has been
added to the DNBC Financial Group's ebanking channel. Many people continue to
use technological applications with
business case models after the lockdown,
particularly in terms of digital platforms,
online payments, and smart recharges.
Along with the digital expansion of ebanking services, DNBC has launched the
new Mobile Top-up feature to provide a
suitable alternative for global users who
choose digital payment services. In terms

of
boosting
consumers'
e-banking
experiences, Mobile Top-up is the newest
digital effort. DNBC understands that
manually completing the cellphone recharge
process will take longer. As a result,
integrating the digital prepaid mobile phone
method with the digital banking system will
enhance the user experience and provide
value to DNBC services. Users can use DNBC
Mobile Top-up via e-banking methods to
make prepaid top-ups rapidly and
effortlessly.

Microsoft and Backbase have teamed up to re-architect banking around the customer:
Backbase, a worldwide Engagement Banking
Platform provider, announced a global
partnership with Microsoft to assist financial
institutions in transitioning to the
Engagement Banking Era by providing the
first completely integrated financial services
cloud stack. The partnership allows financial
institutions to re-architect banking around
their clients and expedite their technological
change by using Backbase's Interaction
Banking Platform as the engagement layer
within Microsoft Cloud for Financial Services.
Backbase's Engagement Banking Platform on

Microsoft Cloud for Financial Services offers a
consistent industrialised stack of preintegrated technologies that fulfill banks'
fundamental requirements for completing
their technology innovation in an effective
manner that is The Backbase Engagement
Banking Platform provides a single
management hub to improve every
consumer
experience
across
any
technological touchpoint, breaking down
channel barriers and offering a single
customer-facing aspect.

PayOp has formed a new partnership with Clear Junction in order to gain access to European payment networks:

Clear Junction has entered into an alliance
with PayOp to expand accessibility to other

payment options across the United Kingdom
and the European Union. PayOp will be able
to strengthen its merchant service and
extend its customer base as a result of the
collaboration. PayOp is a next-generation
payment gateway that accepts more than
450 payment schemes from businesses all
around the world. It also provides obtaining
services (for both foreign and domestic
cards), direct deposit, eWallets, prepaid
cards, mobile top-up, and cash collection.
PayOp will profit from the new relationship
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by delivering extra customer perks, such as
access to a variety of the UK and European
payment options. As a result, PayOp's client
base in SME e-commerce and other hitherto
ignored industries will grow. In addition,
Clear Junction announced the establishment
of its Collaboration, a revolutionary new
initiative that will assist banks and financial
institutions all over the world.
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Mastercard and ACI Worldwide Join Forces to Make Creative Payment Solutions More Accessible:

Customers may access security, privacy,
affinity, as well as other valuation solutions

across all modes of payment thanks to the
ACI Enterprise Payments Platform's interface
with Mastercard Direct Services. Mastercard
and ACI Worldwide, a global provider of realtime online payment software, currently
entered into a partnership in which issuers,
processors, and other money transfer
technology providers will be able to access
Mastercard Direct ServicesTM via a solitary
API connection on ACI payment system. The
time duration, difficulty, and costs required
to bring new solutions online are reduced
dramatically by allowing access to a wide

variety of services directly through the ACI
Enterprise Payments System - now provided
in weeks rather than months. Safety Net,
Decision Intelligence, Mastercard Digital
Enablement Services, and Consumer Controls
are among the innovative value-added
services offered, with more to come.
Mastercard Direct Services can be used on
and off the Mastercard network, providing
ACI customers with an uniform and simplified
strategy for their payment and fraud
processes through their current payments
processor.

In order to strengthen its cloud business, Oracle has partnered with India's Airtel:
Oracle, a cloud service provider, announced a
collaboration with Bharti Airtel's data centre
business in a development push that will
broaden the company's customer base in one
of its extremely fast areas. According to
Garrett Ilg, President, Oracle Japan, and the
Asia Pacific, the agreement with Airtel Nxtra
would allow Oracle, which has a cloud region
in Mumbai's financial district and another in
Hyderabad's southern tech area, to enhance
the capability of its India Western region.
Oracle would be able to market cloud
services to Airtel's over a million Indian

business clients as a result of the partnership.
As per Gartner, tens of millions of small
businesses are willing to embrace digital
services, and public cloud expenditure is
likely to top $12 billion by 2025. The
agreement also helps Airtel's data centre
development push, in which the firm has
committed to investing more than $673
million, by allowing the business to generate
new income streams and attract enterprise
clients, who normally provide particular
change.

The Indian Bank has introduced a video KYC service using VCIP technology:
The government sector, Indian Bank NSE 1.14 percent recently declared the launch of
the Video KYC (know your customer) facility
on its web-based platforms, which enables a
candidate to begin an account from
anywhere using its Video-Based Customer
Identification Process (VCIP) technology. To
start, Indian Bank said in a statement that the
programme will reduce the requirement for a
human visit to any of the bank's branches to
make the present real confirmation process.
The Video KYC facility, designed in

partnership with Gieom Business Solutions,
streamlines the next stages by delivering the
check book and ATM card to the user's
registered address. After finishing the
commencement processes, users can
transfer the required sum either offline or
online and trade easily using the ATM card
and mobile banking. A verified mobile
number, e-mail, PAN Card, Aadhaar number
(connected to mobile number), and online
access with a camera and microphone are all
required to use the Video KYC service.

Paynetics and ClearBank have collaborated to deliver real-time transaction execution:
Paynetics, a certified e-money services
provider, has teamed up with ClearBank to
provide
consumers
with
real-time
transaction and unique banking services.
Paynetics' core banking system will be able to
effortlessly interact with ClearBank's API for
near actual accessibility to its solutions and
services as a result of this innovative
cooperation. It enables the e-money
authorized platform to launch new
operations in as little as eight weeks and
accept payments promptly. ClearBank is a
stand-alone clearing bank designed to
process payments quickly and securely. It is
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also the first settlement bank to be
established in the United Kingdom in more
than 250 years. Paynetics can take use of
ClearBank's
banking
licence
and
sophisticated technology capabilities by
partnering with the clearing bank. It can also
create better solutions that respond to
shifting consumer preferences. Paynetics'
collaboration with ClearBank enables it to
remain to provide its revolutionary banking
as a solution provider to consumers across
Europe, while also improving reliability and
effectiveness.
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Cover Story- Cybersecurity in Digital Banking
Introduction
The financial business is going through gigantic advanced change. Driven by a few elements like further developed client encounters,
new innovation helped processes, new assistance conveyance channels and wild contest, the advanced change drives are moving
their essential concentration from items and cycles to individual client prerequisites. As banks manage a gigantic volume of
information on an everyday premise, effective information the executives are the vital angle to further develop their cycles and for
this, banks use proficient information passage administrations. In any case, the continuous computerized change in the financial area
has caused the business' potential assault surface to develop, presenting associations to expanded degrees of digital danger action.
Digital assaults hold basic incentive for banking and other monetary organizations as they bargain in great many exchanges
consistently,
the
vast
majority of which are
performed
through
advanced installment move
stages. In this manner,
having a viable network
safety program has become
more significant than any
other time.
Banks assume a significant
part in the formation of
capital and guaranteeing the
smooth
working
of
fundamental
administrations. Not with
standing interruptions like
the current pandemic, they
need to offer far reaching
and effective types of
assistance to customers
while staying beneficial.
Digitization will probably be
key for banks to run tasks
effectively, further develop
efficiency, stay cut throat,
and flourish.
As the pandemic proceeds, banks should speed up their endeavors to take on innovations (like advanced banking, remote access, and
cloud) and empower persistent computerized change to maintain and flourish after the pandemic.
This will likewise imply that banks are probably going to keep on encountering a wide scope of cyberattacks. Having an unmistakable
comprehension about the conspicuous danger drifts that represent a more serious danger to banks and monetary foundations is one
of the top angles that can prompt the accomplishment of these projects. Dissecting the most recent danger patterns will assist with
building more educated security procedures that precisely survey a bank's digital well-being.
With an expansion in Digitalization, Cybersecurity dangers have likewise developed hugely. You might have heard as of late around
billions of dollars being skimmed off having a place with the biggest monetary foundations.
As the world is in effect progressively associated carefully, it has likewise opened up section focuses for cyber criminals; hence,
Cybersecurity in advanced banking is the need of great importance. There have been breaks of information of mechanically adroit
banks.

What is Cybersecurity?
Cybersecurity is the act of securing electronic frameworks
like PCs and so forth and information from malevolent
assaults. It is additionally called Information innovation
security or electronic data security. Online protection
implies the assemblage of innovations and practices
intended to ensure networks, gadgets and so forth from
assault, harm from any unapproved access.
Network safety innovation and best practices shield basic
frameworks and touchy data from an always developing
volume of persistently advancing dangers.
Security framework intricacy, made by divergent
innovations and an absence of in-house skill, can intensify
these expenses. Yet, associations with an extensive
network safety procedure, administered by best practices and mechanized utilizing progressed
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investigation, man-made consciousness and AI, can battle cyber threats all the more successfully and decrease the life cycle and
effect of breaks when they happen.
Digital protection is the act of safeguarding PCs, servers, cell phones, electronic frameworks, organizations, and information from
malignant assaults. The term applies in an assortment of settings, from business to portable registering, and can be isolated into a
couple of normal classifications.


Network security is the act of getting a PC network from interlopers, regardless of whether designated aggressors or deft
malware.



Debacle recuperation and business coherence characterize how an association reacts to a network safety occurrence or
whatever other occasion that causes the deficiency of tasks or information. Calamity recuperation approaches direct how the
association reestablishes its activities and data to get back to a similar working limit as before the occasion. Business soundness
is the plan the affiliation relies upon while endeavoring to work without explicit resources.



End-client training addresses the most capricious network protection factor: individuals. Anybody can unintentionally acquaint
an infection with a generally safe framework by neglecting to follow great security rehearses. Helping clients to erase dubious
email connections, not plug in unidentified USB drives, and different other significant illustrations is indispensable for the
security of any association.



Calamity recuperation and business progression characterize how an association reacts to a digital protection episode or
whatever other occasion that causes the deficiency of activities or information. Catastrophe recuperation strategies direct how
the association reestablishes its tasks and data to get back to a similar working limit as before the occasion. Business
intelligence is the course of action the affiliation relies upon while endeavoring to work without explicit resources.



Useful security consolidates the cycles and decisions for managing and guaranteeing data assets. The approvals customers
have while getting to an association and the frameworks that conclude how and where data may be taken care of or shared
the whole fall under this umbrella.

Kinds of Cybersecurity1) Application security
The most fragile specialized place of assault
is application security (AppSec). Web
applications security is especially helpless.
Successful AppSec starts with secure coding
rehearses and ought to be expanded
through fluffing and entrance testing.
Application security might incorporate
equipment, programming, and methods
that distinguish or limit security weaknesses.
A switch that keeps anybody from review a
PC's IP address from the Internet is a type of
equipment application security. In any case,
safety efforts at the application level are
likewise commonly incorporated into the
product.

2) Network security
This sort of safety secures against unapproved outside access as a well as malevolent insiders. Keeping your organization secure will
commonly accompany compromises. For instance, you might utilize access controls like firewalls, virtual private organizations
(VPNs), or two-factor confirmation, yet these may dial back usefulness. Network security apparatuses create a lot of information,
making legitimate cautions be missed. For more precise observing, consider utilizing AI to signal unusual traffic.
consider utilizing AI to signal unusual traffic that produces alarms to dangers right away. You can likewise exploit CMIT's network
safety appraisals to distinguish expected weaknesses and master security checking answers for keep your data secure.
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3) Critical Infrastructure
This area of network protection incorporates the actual frameworks that your business and our general public depend upon,
for example, the:
The equipment that makes up your workstations, servers, communication, and organization• Power Grid
• Water Privation System
• Traffic Signals
• Medical clinics
It is vital to assess how an assault on the basic framework you rely upon could influence your information. Fostering an
emergency course of action in the occasion the basic foundation is compromised is a significant part of network protection.

4) Cloud security
With the notoriety of the cloud, a totally different arrangement of safety challenges were made.
Indeed, even as cloud suppliers make new security devices to assist clients with keeping their
information secure, 2017 still saw practically week by week information breaks because of
ineffectively designed cloud occasions.
Remember that moving your organization's information to the cloud isn't a fix for performing due
determination with regards to powerful network safety.

5) Internet of Things (IoT) Security
This sort of safety alludes to a scope of basic and non-basic digital actual frameworks. Models include: Cyber Security
Pittsburgh
• Sensors
• Printers
• Surveillance Cameras
IoT gadgets like this commonly transport in an uncertain state, while offering practically zero security
fixing, making these gadgets frequently wind up as a feature of a botnet. This brings troublesome
security difficulties to organizations, home clients and society.

What is the requirement for Cybersecurity in advanced banking?
The basic role of Cybersecurity in computerized banking is to secure the client's resources. As individuals go credit only, an
ever increasing number of exercises or
exchanges are done on the web.
Individuals use their computerized cash
like MasterCard’s and charge cards for
exchanges which need to be secured
under Cybersecurity.
Cybercrimes in advanced banking
influences the client, however it
additionally influences the banks while
they endeavor to recuperate the
information. The banks might require
burning through a lot of cash to
recuperate the information or data.
A solid Cybersecurity is an absolute necessity for banks as information breaks might make it intense to trust monetary
foundations. It might create serious issues for banks. Network protection in computerized banking guarantees that your
delicate information is free from any danger, which whenever uncovered, could create a ton of issues like extortion. One's
information can be effectively penetrated assuming it isn't secured under Cybersecurity. It might make significant monetary
misfortune an individual and mental pressure for a situation where cybercrime happens.
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1) Defending bank's notoriety
A solitary failure point in the online protection of the financial innovation can make extreme harm the association's notoriety.
Network protection dangers can cause the deficiency of public trust and client weakness. Thusly, it turns out to be amazingly
important to have a solid group of a data security investigator, network protection expert, and other network safety occupations.
Banks likewise should refresh their clients on ways of getting themselves against network protection dangers.

2) Forestalling loss of client's cash and time
A break in a bank's network safety can cause disarray in the
existences of its clients just as the bank.
Not exclusively will the clients lose their own and important
information, yet in addition need to go through tedious legitimate
techniques to forestall any damage.
While the bank should take up the drawn-out errand of
investigating the assertions and each installment exchange, drop
the cards, and screen intently in the event that the information is
penetrated.

3) Keeping the client's information secure
There have been numerous false situations where the individual
information of honest clients was utilized for wrongdoings.
Given such occurrences, it is just normal for clients to be attentive
and terrified of their lost information. In some unacceptable hands, it can cause ruin. Notwithstanding the necessary advances, loss
of information can prompt numerous restless evenings for a client. Subsequently, network protection is of most extreme
fundamental in banking to forestall network safety dangers that could make their clients helpless.

4) Keeping information secure
With the rush of digitization going full bore, individuals have been utilizing advanced installment applications for internet shopping,
requesting food, moving cash, and so on. With more individuals selecting advanced exchanges, programmers can without much of
a stretch hack into banking applications to take the individual information of clients.
Banking innovation hence should be rigid and watchful against network safety dangers. These elements have made it incredibly vital
for banks to update their banking innovation to get themselves just as their client's information from programmers.

5) Banks will be punished for resistance
Banks, similar as each and every other association have decided and guidelines that they need to submit to. Guaranteeing a solid
group to manage network safety dangers is one of them. The punishments for rebelliousness are serious. In 2018, the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI), fined India Bank of 10 million for neglecting to cling to RBI's network safety rules.
There have been a lot more situations where the country's national bank, RBI, had fined different banks the nation over for
neglecting to cling to its principles and guidelines. A set consistence methodology and adherence to it ensures clients of their
information security against network protection dangers.

Threats for Cybersecurity in Digital BankingWithout a vigorous Cybersecurity measure set up, your touchy information
might be in danger.

1) Decoded information- It is one of the normal dangers looked
by the banks where the information is left decoded, and programmers
or cybercriminals utilize the information immediately, in this manner
making extreme issues for the monetary establishment. All information
that is put away on PCs in monetary organizations or online should be
completely encoded. It will guarantee that regardless of whether your
information is taken, Ccyber criminals will be unable to utilize them.
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2) Malware- End to end client gadgets like PCs and
cell phones are generally utilized for going through with
advanced exchanges; in this manner, it should be gotten.
Assuming that it is compromised with malware, then, at
that point, it might represent a genuine danger to the
bank's Cybersecurity at whatever point they associate
with your organization. Touchy information goes through
this organization, and assuming the client gadget has
malware introduced in it with no security that malware
can represent a genuine danger to your bank's
organization.

3) Third-party services-

To better serve their

customers, many banks and financial institutions leverage third-party services from external providers. However, if these vendors do
not have stringent Cybersecurity measures in place, the bank that hired them will be severely harmed.

4) Spoofing- This is one of the most recent types of cyber-threats that banks have to deal with. The cybercriminals will spoof a
banking website's URL with a website that looks and performs similarly to the real, and when the user enters his or her login
credentials, the criminals will steal those credentials and use them later. This cyberattack has progressed towards the next level, with
crooks employing new spoofing methods. They do this by using a comparable URL and focusing on users who go to the right URL.

5) Phishing-

Phishing is the practice of impersonating a reputable organization in an electronic conversation in order to get

sensitive data such as credit card numbers and other private details for malevolent purposes. Scammers involving online banking have
changed over time. They appear to be genuine and real, yet they trick you into handing over your login information.

Instances of Assault in Cybersecurity in Digital Banking
As per a worldwide financial wrong doing study, cybercrime has expanded more than ever and is the most announced monetary
wrong doing. With the world going advanced, Cybercriminals have additionally tracked down better approaches to assault and break
information.
In India, banks
constant assaults
lawbreakers and
was delineated in a
Canara
Bank
programmer
damaged
the
embedding
a
and had a go at
portion of the
installments.

have
seen
from coordinated
programmers. It
new case with
where
a
assaulted
and
bank's site by
pernicious page
impeding
a
bank's
e-

One more instance
of an assault in
Cybersecurity in
advanced banking
occurred
with
Union Bank of
India where it
represented
a
tremendous misfortune. The assailants acquired passage utilizing ridiculed RBI ID's and one of the authorities succumbed to the
phishing email and tapped on a dubious connection which prompted the malware taking advantage of the framework.
Because of the successful activity from the Union Bank of India, a monstrous misfortune was stayed away from. It was just conceivable
due to the occurrence reaction status from the bank.
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This fundamental element of a bank helps in developing the economy. Be that as it may, banking innovation has seen an enormous
change with digitization which has prompted a few difficulties. A significant one being digital protection dangers.

What are the challenges connecting with Cybersecurity in advanced banking?
A part of the factors has addressed a certified test to the Cybersecurity in electronic banking. These are referred to under:
1) Absence of Awareness- Awareness among people regarding the Cybersecurity has been extremely low, and moderately
couple of firms put assets into planning and further fostering the overall Cybersecurity care among people.
2) Insufficient

Budgets and Lack of Management- Cybersecurity is agreed low need; in this manner, they are

generally dismissed in the spending plans. Top organization
revolve moreover remains low around Cybersecurity, and
support for such exercises is given low need. This may be because
they confuse the impact of these risks.
3) Weak

Identity and Access Management-

Identity and access the board has been the principal component
of Cybersecurity and particularly in these occasions when the
programmers have the advantage; it might require just one
hacked certification to go into an undertaking organization.
There has been a slight improvement in such manner, yet, a ton
of work still needs to be done around here.
4) Rise

of Ransomware- The new occasions of malware

assaults carry our concentration to rising danger of ransomware. Cybercriminals are beginning to utilize strategies that stay away
from them to be recognized by endpoint insurance code that spotlights on executable documents.
5) Mobile Gadgets and Apps- Most of the financial foundations have taken on cell phones as a medium to direct business.
As the base builds every day, it additionally turns into the best decision for exploiters. Cell phones have turned into an alluring
objective for programmers as we see an ascent in cell phone exchanges.
6) Online

Media- Adoption of web-based media has prompted programmers to take advantage of much more. Less mindful

clients put out their information so that anybody might see which is taken advantage of by the aggressors.

What is the answer for the danger to the Cybersecurity in Computerized Banking?
Ongoing insights show web based financial records for
almost 75% of all financial exchanges, and this number is
simply expected to increment. The new FSSCC Profile is used
by most significant financial establishments alongside other
network protection measures, in spite of the fact that digital
wrong doing keeps on filling in complexity.

There are truly three significant assault vectors that
financial establishments and monetary associations
need to consider. The first is the individual security of
individual individuals getting to their records, the
second is security of the instruments you work for
them to get to their records, and this is your own
inside group as they access your back-end server and
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and interior organization. There are sure methodologies that
can be followed to check the danger to the Cybersecurity in
computerized banking.
A portion of the actions are indicated underneath:
1) Coordinated Security- As BFSI is profoundly directed,
banks contribute time, cash, and exertion in utilizing the best
innovation which might be in some cases hard to oversee
together. Moving towards incorporated security where all
parts work and convey together is more helpful.
2) AI and enormous information examination- Analytic
is a fundamental component in utilizing digital flexibility.
Another age of safety examination has come out which can store and survey countless security information progressively.
3) Comprehend the significance of safety- The outlook where security is viewed as an expense should clear a path for security
as an or more. The danger of safety dangers and its effect should be dissected then just the significance of safety can be genuinely
perceived.
4) Put resources into Next-age endpoint assurance- Banks and foundations should put resources into advancements that
can perceive and kill the practices and activities utilized in takes advantage of. Ensure data Today the information is put away in
various gadgets and in the cloud, so every framework that holds the touchy information should be secured with security.
5) Shopper Awareness- It is one of the significant viewpoints where the customer should be made mindful of not unveiling their
banking certifications to anybody. They should answer to the Cybersecurity cell in the event of any dubious advancements in their
exchanges or in their ledger as fast as could really be expected.

6) Hostile to infection and Anti-malware applications- A firewall might build security, however it won't stop assault except
if refreshed enemy of infection and against malware applications are utilized. Refreshing to the furthest down the line application
can prevent possibly grievous assaults on your framework.

Conclusion
Cyber Security is one of the main parts of the high speed becoming computerized world. The dangers of it are difficult to deny, so
it is vital to figure out how to safeguard from them and help others how to do it as well.
Cyber Security in computerized banking is something that can't be compromised with. With the development in the digitalization
in the financial business, it has become more inclined to assaults from cybercriminals. Along these lines there should be an idiot
proof Cybersecurity that doesn't think twice about the security of client's and monetary organization's information and cash.
Without satisfactory safety efforts, monetary establishments and banks are inclined to cyber-attacks. Eventually, these
organizations face monetary misfortunes and are in a difficult situation when contrasted with sites that have gone to satisfactory
security lengths. So over the long haul, it requires each monetary organization to embrace secure online protection estimates
which don't think twice about the well-being of clients' and monetary foundations' information and cash.
The fuel this industry runs on is touchy information, including important PII. Controllers watch out for digital occasions in this area
and stand prepared to apply evermore burdensome guidelines and guidelines. Clients expect a consistent, frictionless, credit only
experience utilizing the web and versatile applications. Furthermore, similar to all businesses, monetary administrations
experience the ill effects of the worldwide network protection abilities deficiency.
This market is ready for development that will rise above the current conditions and give a safer technique for giving monetary
exchanges safely.
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Mr Amartya Singh
Senior Director
Cashfree
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:
I have 10+ years of cross-functional domain work-experience in Strategy,
Partnerships, BD/Sales, P & L Growth & People Management. My work stints
are spread across diverse sectors like PaymentTech, InternetTech, FinTech,
Education, Consulting. At Digio, as Head of Business, my work involved Market
assessment, BD/Sales, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance,
Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account Management, Pitching, Commercials,
Delivery, Upselling.
I have worked with a Marquee clientele incl. Banks(Private/Public), NBFCs (Loans, Stock-broking, Insurance, Techdriven firms (Fintech, EdTech, RegTech, etc), Corporates and Govt. entities, and worked with regulatory bodies like
NPCI, CCA, India Stack for setting up frameworks like eNACH, eSign. Prior to Digio, I have worked as the Business Head
with P&L responsibilities at T.I.M.E. Pvt Ltd for a 10+ Cr Revenue Testprep product. I have also had Management
Consulting experience in Strategy & Operations at KPMG where I have worked in engagements involving business
strategy planning, project management, go-to-market strategy and process optimization.

Experience
Cashfree
1 year 7 months
Senior Director - Banking Partnerships, New Product Initiatives & BaaS
April 2021 - Present (3 months)
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Banking Partnerships
New Product Initiatives




BaaS (Neobanking)
Cross-border Payments

Digio.in
Head of Business
May 2017 - October 2019 (2 years 6 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Areas of Work: Market Assessment, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account
Management
- Product Portfolio: Aadhaar/DSC eSign, NPCI-Compliant NACH for debits & subscriptions, Document Management
- Led strategic alliance & executed Digitization Go-Live for Banks, Stockbrokers, Fintechs, Insurance firms and Unicorns
in the digital education, insurance marketplace and B2B marketplace
- Liaised with regulatory bodies like NPCI, CCA for development of frameworks like NACH, eSign, India
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Mr. Vikas Kumar
Co-Founder at Loan Tap Financial
Technologies, Investor, Author, Marathoner
Pune, India

- Over sixteen years’ experience in the software industry with the majority of it as a CTO of Brainvisa which
I founded along with my partners in 2000.
- Advising startups and small business to get to the next level in technology and strategy, have invested in
few of these startups.
- Co-authored a book titled " Startups - Finding funding " which talks about 20 startups and how they raised
funds in 20 unique ways.

Loan Tap Financial Technologies
Co-Founder and CTO
July 2016 - Present
- A Fintech firm for online delivery of retail asset products.
- Loan tap specialises in providing unique financial products primarily to Salaried Professionals.
- Loan tap has been growing rapidly and is now a well-recognised brand in the Fintech space.

Brainvisa Technologies
Co-founder and CTO
March 2000 - January 2010
Pune Area, India
- Over my 10 year stint I built a Learning Management System, Rapidel a Word based Authoring Tool and Wow an
ELearning Project Management Tool which was even used by Microsoft and UPS
- We were one of the largest ELearning companies from India catering to the Fortune 500.

Mobikon Technologies PVT Ltd
Technical Architect
August 2010 - March 2012

Education



Indian Institute of Management, Lucknow
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Mr Andy Sen
Chief Technology Officer
mPokket
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:

If we haven't met before, adding a relevant note to your
connection request will significantly improve the chances of it
being accepted.
We are building the next generation platform for quick loans
– from app download to money in your bank account in 15
minutes or less.

Experience
mPokket
Chief Technology Officer
April 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
Scale, scale, scale my platform, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily merrily - Life is anything and (at times) a dream.
Tesco Bengaluru
Head of Software Development
March 2016 - April 2019 (3 years 2 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
▪ Lead distributed engineering teams- serving up Product Data and Marketing Content (API & micro sites)
▪ Product APIs used across Tesco’s website, tills and IoT/Handheld devices
▪ Clear focus on scalability, availability and engineering efficiency

Capital mind
Consulting CTO
March 2014 - January 2016 (1 year 11 months)
For Capital Mind:
▪ Capital Mind: Architecting, coding and hosting of a scalable platform for visualization of market data from NSE India
▪ Edu Synapse: Architected and coded multiple use cases on the Raspberry Pi- Pulse oximeter, educational content
distribution, classroom teaching & quizzing aid
▪ Overseeing the tech build & launch of an early stage home decor start-up.
▪ Consultant for a DRDO technology firm
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Sunit Vakharia
Head - Consumer Banking Technology India- DBS Bank
Mumbai Metropolitan Region
▪ Responsible for defining roadmap, planning and delivery of strategic capabilities for BOB Financial spanning back to
front, aligning with the firm’s broader strategy.
▪ Senior strategic executive with solid understanding of the Financial ecosystem, deeply analytical and data driven with
strong understanding of technologies.

HSBC
Senior VP, IT Development,
HSBC Technology
Mumbai, India
▪ Elevated to Senior VP HSBC with extensive IT Delivery Management responsibilities.
▪ Promotes Entrepreneurial Thinking, Diversity and Ensures alignment to Group Risk and Control Improvement
programs.
▪ Actively participate in defining HSBC India Technology Strategy, Future Roadmap and Target Operating model for
Software Delivery function.
▪ Senior Stakeholder Management, Cost Management and People Management as core deliverables.
▪ Built an Investor Relations application which significantly streamlined a fund's IR reporting process
▪ Headed end to end implementation of RBI’s Automated Data Flow at HSBC.
▪ Participate in IT Strategy, IT Steering Committee and Annual Technology Planning.

VP - Delivery, Global Functions & Data Solutions
HSBC Technology
Overall strategic planning, coordination and delivery of a functionally and financially efficient IT Development /
Systems Delivery portfolio for Global function, Service Delivery and Frontline Businesses.
As Delivery Head of Data Solution, Global functions &amp; Support Services will be responsible for Managing as well
rolling out end to end technology solutions for Global Functions at the same time delivering BI/CRM/Sales
solution for ‘Pan Bank’.

Education



University of Pennsylvania - The Wharton School
Leadership Management Training, Strategic Thinking and Leadership.
University of Mumbai.
Bachelor of Engineering, Instrumentation
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Mr Harsh Mittal
Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue, Mumbai
Introduction: As an expert in building large scale software products and services I enjoy

building, leading and mentoring product and engineering teams to succeed in challenging
projects with big customer impact. CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform
with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000 crores and counting with
innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for
CredAvenue.

Experience
CredAvenue Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000
crores and counting with innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for CredAvenue.MOBI: Digital eKYC
(Merchant On boarding) App

Facebook
Engineering leader
Leading multiple engineering teams in integrity space. Solving problems of online Identity fraud and misrepresentation
enabling accountability and reducing harm.

Circles.Life
Head of Engineering
I am responsible for all Engineering functions including Backend development, Mobile, Web, Data, Devops, SRE, QA
and TPM. I have been instrumental in building Engineering team, Defining Tech vision, strategy and architecture. I
have grown Engineering team from less than 15 to 150+ across SG, Bangalore, India, Taiwan, Australia and Indonesia
during last 1.5 years. We use a cloud-based business model to automated telco systems and replace legacy. To
customer, we deliver a highly customisable mobile service (voice, data, roaming, others) that users can manage
through their smartphones.

Jio
Head of Engineering
Headed Engineering for Financial innovation center @Bangalore. Managed multiple full stack teams (50+ engineers)
responsible for Jio Coupons platform, Jio Tap & Pay and Jio Payments

Flipkart
Senior Engineering Manager
At Flipkart
I managed Payments and Big data platform teams
CTO’s
View
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Mr Ayaskant Mohapatra
Head of Information Technology
YES SECURITIES, Thane
Scalable system architecture design for various software project Moving with new
digital innovation and taking the business to next level by implementing Mobile
Platform and Big data. Hands on experience with, Open Source, Microsoft and Oracle
Application stack. Dynamic and accomplished professional with extensive
experience in handling application software products & planning for infrastructure
setup for financial institutions (Capital market, Institutional broking & retail broking,
NBFC, Insurance, banking and Mutual funds). Also Managing IT setup through inhouse team as well as Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in a cost effective way. Hands on
experience for start-ups and managing acquisition.

Experience
YES SECURITIES
Head of Information Technology
Mumbai, India
EXPERTISE
 Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
 Implemented a robust trading solution for investing in various asset class including Commodity and
third party products.
 Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
 Setting up New Edge Data Centre with DR and BCP for the critical business function.
 Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding Institutional business &branch business.
 Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
 Set up digital way to reach out our customers using social media and what's app and Instagram.
 Planning and Scheduling
Axis Securities Limited
 Information
• Working on
Educational Mobile Apps which links to their ERP system
DGM
& Technology
Mumbai,
India working knowledge on Peoplesoft Campus Solution ERP system
 • Sound






 Civil – Electrical – POP – Modular – Wallpaper & Paintings.

Managing IT setup for Axis Securities, involved in Hosted and outsourcing model to have the business solution in
a cost effective way.
Driving the digital innovation for transforming the business to new edge platform.
Implemented a robust trading solution for Axis Direct, which is the fastest trading platform in terms of execution
and ahead of competition.
Launched robust Mobile App which contributes 30% of the business volume.
Implemented MPLS network across branches. This helps us to save major cost on bandwidth and brings us
reliability.
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Setting up DR and BCP for the critical business function.
Setting up telecom infrastructure for expanding branch business.
Manage in-house development team to deliver business solutions.
Set up first in the industry Hosted Contact Centre solution for both in bound and out bound with integrated with
missed called service.

HSBC Invest Direct (India) Limited,
V.P Software Development
Working as delivery head for the core business products which includes building and managing Trading application,
Risk management system, various middleware application, customer service module including web portal. Responsible
for infrastructure management along without sourced vendor and in-house expertise.




Smart Direct, Online trading Platform (Equity, Derivatives. IPO & Mutualfund).
HAWK – Consolidated risk Management system (Equity, derivative and MTF/Non MTF).
Common Account code generation across all product segments.



Private Banking and Weal management platform development.
Online Payment Gateway with HSBC and few other banks.
Content website development, Integration with Trading website
ISS – The Interactive Stock Screener – A toll that helps you spot market opportunities.
Smart Portfolio – The integrated portfolio management system to manage customer transaction.
Data Centre management and infrastructure planning.







Motilal Oswal Financial Services.
Manager Software development
Mumbai, India
I was associated with Motilal Oswal Financial Services as a Manager Software development and had the opportunity
to lead and nurture a team of 20+ skilled resources at all level. Had responsibility to implement and execute the
strategy for CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.









Stabilized Branches and Franchisee network through V-sat network.
Corporate Website – Developed internally.
Equity and Derivative Back Office Implementation.
PMS application Implementation.
DP Back Office Implementation.
Call Analysis Application integration with CRM module.
departments on assigned projects.
Implemented CTCL Trading System through SDG Ltd.

TeleSoft Systems
Sr. Software Developer
Mumbai
Was working for our various Banking clients like HDFC bank, service industries & FMCG clients. Work on the product
Portfolio managmentsolutions, Investment banking and core banking Application. and variousFinancial modules for
RISK Management System.
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CTO’s View
Jet Airways
Group Head Information Technology
Was a part of and headed Jet Airways Digital Innovation & Technology unit and reported to group CEO. Was leading a team of
300+ employees. As part of this assignment led multiple Digital Opportunities at Jet Airways which transformed Jet Airways from
an Old Tech School in to a Digital savvy Organisation. Few of my initiatives were:






Voice Based Solution
Artificial Intelligence Based Booking and Payment Engine
Global Distribution System Consolidation
Digital Buy ON Board solution along with Seat Map, Offline order Processing.

Career Highlights:
➢ I bring with me over 13+ years of experience in software development experience including 7+ years of
Mobility Banking experience & Digital Solutions.
➢ Working as a Director/Delivery Manager – Mobility, working exclusively on Mobile Wallets & growing
business to customer area for MasterCard.
➢ Service Delivery Operations Lead – Accountable for managing and delivering procurement operations
services including: requisition/order management, contract management, supplier performance
management, with oversight and responsibility for ~ 40+ FTEs. Consistently exceeded contract service level
agreements (SLA) over 3-year period.
➢ Been involved in all stages of software development cycle, I am comfortable working with AGILE, SDLC
SCRUM.
➢ Worked on Cross Platform such as Phonegap, Kony, Sencha Touch (HTML, CSS & JQuery) & Native
Platform as “Objective C for iOS” and integration of various ERP's, Database to the Mobile Application.
➢ Accountable for the development and the implementation of integrated federated Mobile solutions
working across all of MasterCard business units.
➢ Work closely with business stakeholders to obtain consensus on both design and digital vision and
implementation track
➢ Lead consolidation of platforms and re-use of systems in order to bring efficiencies within MasterCard
and bring products quickly to market
➢ Maintains relationships with business partners and stakeholders by providing support, information, and
guidance; researching and recommending new opportunities.
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Special Coverage – Reshaping the World with Chatbots and Robotics
Introduction
A chatbot is an artificial intelligence (AI) computer based software that can simulate a natural language conversation (or chat)
with a user via messaging apps, websites, mobile apps, or over the phone.
A chatbot is a PC program that reenacts and cycles human discussion (either composed or spoken), permitting people to interface
with computerized gadgets as though they were speaking with a genuine individual. Chatbots can be pretty much as basic as
simple projects that answer a basic question with a solitary line reaction, or as modern as computerized aides that learn and

advance to convey expanding levels of personalization as they assemble and handle data. One of the most appealing features of
chatbots is that, unlike apps, they are not downloaded, do not require updating, and do not take up memory on the phone.
Another advantage is that we can have multiple bots in the same chat. This way, we wouldn't have to go from one programme to
the next depending on what we needed at the time.
What are the ramifications?
User experiences that are more enjoyable, as well as customer service interactions that are faster and easier.

What is the significance of chatbots?
A chatbot is frequently referred to as one of the most advanced and promising forms of human-machine communication.
However, from a technology standpoint, a chatbot is simply the natural progression of a question-answering system that makes
use of natural language processing (NLP). One of the most common examples of natural language processing in the workplace is
the development of answers to queries in natural language.

What exactly is a chatbot?
It's a piece of software created to automate a specific task. A chatbot, in further detail, is a conversational user interface that may
be connected to a number of data sources via an API to provide on-demand information or services such as weather predictions,
breaking news, status updates, and order information. Chatbots can be open or closed, depending on their use case.
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Open chatbots are those that process language using artificial intelligence and learn from their interactions with users.
Closed chatbots execute a conversation flow or script that may or may not use artificial intelligence depending on how it
assesses user messages.
Open chatbots may allow for a more natural manner of communicating, but they run the danger of providing a poor user
experience if they have not been properly educated.
Closed chatbots, on the other hand, offer a smaller risk of poor user experience and the advantage of being able to focus
a conversation toward a specified objective or activity.

Role of Chatbots in Banking Sector
Fast-paced communication
This is particularly true when it comes to voice chatbots. Some customers believe that phone contacts with real representatives
are too slow and annoying. Customer support representatives may find live communication difficult as well, because they deal
with a lot of unhappy customers. They also have to do it every day and follow the routine, no matter how stupid, furious, or
annoying the caller is. Chatbots that have been properly programmed are always courteous. Their actions are not affected by their
emotions; they reply quickly and do not forget anything.

Round-the-clock support
Chatbots give client help 24 hours a day, seven days a week, so current and potential clients can try to solve their banking concerns
after hours and on weekends. As a result, customers will have a better experience.
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Enhanced productivity of bank personnel
Not every client's issue necessitates the assistance of a staff person. Artificial intelligence may be able to handle small concerns,
allowing only the most pressing and complicated instances to be handled by humans. As a result, the employment of chatbots
frees up some of the time of employees while also increasing the efficiency of customer service. This type of application also
enables businesses to focus the attention and efforts of qualified specialists on critical issues that AI cannot handle.

More convenient mode of communication
Chatbots can combine a variety of functions to make them more useful to clients of various ages. Younger generations,
psychologically, prefer immediate texting to voice conversation, therefore chatbots may be able to meet this need. Elderly folks,
on the other hand, may have difficulty entering their requests, thus a voice bot may be more appropriate.

Providing a personalized experience for clients
Even before they begin the discussion, chatbots have complete access to the existing client's information. Based on the phone
number, login/password, authorization token, or other safe and reliable forms of identification, they immediately recognise and
authenticate the customer. This allows them to address a consumer by name, interact in their preferred language, and provide
personalised offers and promotions, among other things.

Technologies Used by Banking Chatbots
Chatbots only use a small portion of AI technologies to maintain a balance between performance and functionality. As a result,
banking assistant software eliminates artificial intelligence functions that are either unnecessary or infrequently used. Face
recognition, map navigation, and other features that aren't necessary for a programme that focuses on speech or text
communication.
Conversational AI is a crucial component of artificial intelligence that is based on close collaboration between machine learning
and natural language processing (NLP). Its main job is to recognise, understand, and respond to human speech.
To keep a harmony among execution and usefulness, chatbots utilize just a small amount of the entire scope of AI advances. Along
these lines, banking right hand programming disposes of inordinate or seldom utilized capacities related with man-made
reasoning. For instance, these highlights might incorporate face acknowledgment, map route, and other usefulness somewhat
futile for a program zeroed in on voice or text correspondence.
The profoundly required piece of man-made reasoning is called conversational AI and depends on the nearby participation
between AI and normal language handling (NLP). Its center capacity is to perceive, decipher, and react to a human discourse.
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Banking chatbots ought to have the option to start a keep a useful discussion with the customer. In any case, they should zero in
on the viability and speedy goal of the issues experienced by a customer.
Chatbots are required to emulate human behaviour in some cases, to the point that a user cannot tell the difference between a
conversation with AI and a conversation with a human. In the financial industry, however, such authenticity is not required.

Furthermore, natural language programming-based AI assistants may be too complex for some implementations. There are
simpler options, such as rule-based and choice-based bots, that each offer their own set of benefits. Although such chatbots have
limited capabilities, they take a more practical and efficient approach to problem solving. Such bots don't need NLP to deliver a
quick answer, resume a chat, or switch the user to a customer support officer because they use pre-programmed dialogue paths
and pre-written responses.
Banking chatbots should be able to start and keep a good dialogue going with the customer. They should, however, concentrate
on the effectiveness and speed with which a client's concerns are resolved. Close emulation of a "natural" human dialogue is not
a priority nor a requirement. This should be the deciding element in whether or not to use AI and machine learning to create a
banking chatbot.
For designing chatbots for mobile or online apps, a variety of programming languages are available. PHP, Java, Ruby, Closure, and
a few others are examples of these languages. Python, on the other hand, tends to succeed in this area due to its outstanding set
of benefits and huge library and framework ecosystem. Python also includes a variety of helpful machine learning libraries that
can be combined with language processing.

CONCLUSION
As we can see, chatbots and other AI helpers are extremely useful in any company that requires excellent customer service.
Finance or banking is one such business that is quickly adopting new technology into its operations. Money and reputation are at
the heart of banking, and AI chatbots can help with both. We can assist you if your bank or other financial institution need a
custom-made high-quality AI solution. Contact us, and our experts will create a chatbot that will save you money while also
improving your customer service.
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IT Facts

Using big data, Netflix saves $1 billion per year on customer
retention.

If you ask Siri, Alexa, Cortana, or your bank’s Voice
assistance a question, most likely, you will be answered by
a pleasant and polite woman’s voice. The reason? Studies
show that males and females are more attracted to a
woman's voice.

Today it would take a person approximately 181 million years to
download all the data from the internet.
95% of businesses cite the need to manage unstructured data as a
problem for their business.
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A robot built in the late 1990s called Kismet can recognise

A robot wrote an article on an earthquake in California

emotions through human body language and voice tone.

on the Los Angeles Times website, gathering data from a
seismograph.

A robot that rebuilt itself after noticing its performance had
dropped after losing two of its six legs. The robot did not
know what the problem was but fixed it by trial and error.

AI can learn anything quickly, meaning its intelligence is
increasing. In 2013, AI had the same intelligence as a 4-yearold. By 2029, AI will have the same intelligence level as adult
humans.
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AI in Education

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education, Architecture & IT-BFSI Sectors. We
have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 73,100+ followers across our leading social
media platforms.
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